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SGA Asks Approval
Of New Constitution
Putting final touches on the proposed constitution are (left to right)
Barbara Pravecek and Marty Walker, members of the- constitution
committee, and Barbara Slate, president of SGA. Not pictured is Joyce
Teele also a member of the constitution committee.

Elimination Of All Displays,
Editors9 Speeches Considered
Changes in the present electoral
system are being considered by Student Government announced Barbara
Slate, president of Student Government.
'Elimination of the speeches made
by candidates who are running for
the offices of the editorship of the
Breeze and the Bluestone is one
of the suggestions under consideration. "We hope", stated Miss Slate,
"that this will eliminate the personality contest for these two positions
and will emphasize the importance
of their other qualifications."
The campaign displays which have
previously been a requirement for
each candidate running for a major
office may be eliminated. Also, the
number and placement of the campaign posters may be regulated.
Another suggestion under consideration is to hold "buzz sessions"
during the election period. This will
give the students the opportunity to
question the candidates on their programs, ideas, and qualifications.

MAA Receives
Faculty Approval
The Men's Athletic Association was
unanimously approved as a major
organization by the faculty at its
December meeting.
The approval was the final step in
forming the organization which is
to provide recreation on a formal
basis for Madison men.
The MAA is headed by Darrell
Nygaard with Ralph Crabill as vice
president, Bill Purtlebaugh, secretary,
and Floyd Freeze, treasurer. These
officers, plus class representatives
compose the cabinent that directs the
organization of which every Madison
man is a member.
Representing the freshmen is
Marshall Cooke, the sophomores,
Cary Gayton, the juniors, Monty
Webb, and the seniors, Dennis Golladay.
Ward Long is faculty advisor to
the group.
Until this year the' men's athletics
were directed by a committee of the
Men's SGO. It was decided that a
separate organization could do more
efficient job, and preparations for
such a move started early last spring
under the direction of SGO President
Dan Hooke and MAA President
Nygaard.
Even though the group has dropped
the intercollegiate basketball team
for this year (due to a lack of interest and players), it has presented
intramural football and is presently
sponsoring a bowling league and a
ping-pong tournament. Plans call for
an intramural basketball arid softball league.

Voting by voting boothes, instead
of voting in the dormitories, is
another suggestion.This, it is hoped,
will eliminate "pressure voting" and
put more emphasis on intelligent,
competent voting.
Any suggestions from the students
should be reported to Bonnie Oyler,
head of the Electoral Board, or to
Barbara Slate, president of Student
Government
-o—

Students To Give
'Everyman' on TV
A cast of Madison students will
present "Everyman", a morality
play, on Viewpoint, Monday night
at 7 p.m.
Viewpoint is the weekly program
presented by the college on WSVATV.
The characters in "Everyman" are
allegorical symbols. David Blevins
will play Everyman and Dale
Sonenshien will read the Prologue.
Other characters in the play are
Death, Cafy Clayton; Sam Jollyfellow, George Erdman; Father, Carl
Beyler; Mother, Reda Rasnick; Aunt,
Carol Robey; Cousin, Alice Mead;
Sister, Bette Davis; Brother, Floyd
Freeze; Riches, Tom Ellison; Virtue,
Carol Brockway; and Wisdom, Carol
Rose.
Oliver Link and Kyle Stirling,
Madison -professors, are serving as
director and producer.

Re-evaluation with possible revision and reconstruction of the
Student Government structure and
the electoral system at Madison
College was a top priority project
of the Student Government Organization.
With SGA Council's purpose in
mind, which was and is to develop
a student government system which
will result in more efficient and
effective campus government, a
special committee began its work.
It is the belief of the Constitution
Revision Committee and the entire
Student Council that the proposed
plan is a stride in the right direction. Attendance at one regular
Wednesday night session of the
Student Council will convince one
that there must be a better way
of doing things.
We have all sat in assemblies
where some organization president
achieves a sore throat from reading constitutional revisions while
the audience obtains the same from
coughing. Next Tuesday night the
Women's Student Government Association will meet in Wilson Auditorium. At that time the constituition will not be read; it will be
explained. Please read over the
constitution before you come, to assembly.
Bring your BREEZE
with you for reference. Our current constitution begins on page 66
of the Handbook. Look it over.
Compare. Attend the buzz sessions
scheduled to follow the assembly
Tuesday night. Do all you can
to be an informed voter.
Plans are also being made with
the hope of improving the campaign and election season. More
work is to be done in this area.
Students, it is so very important
that we give this careful consideration. Your support and constructive criticism have sustained and
stimulated the 1962-63 Student
Council .ysince last spring. Your
support and criticism are more important to us now than ever.
Sincerely,
B.' Slate

Proposed Constitution and Bylaws
of the Student Government Ass'n.
Preamble
We, the women students of
Madison College, recognize that
every community has laws which
in the interest of the whole the
individual must respect; believing
that through self-government the
members of such a community may
grow in character and power and
desiring to assume this responsibility individually and collectively,
we have organized ourselves into
an association.
Article I. Name
This organization shall be called
the WOMEN'S STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF
MADISON COLLEGE, AT
HARRISONBURG,, VIRGINIA
Article II. General Association
Section 1. All women students
of Madison College shall be members of the STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION.
Section 2. The Women's Student
Government Association shall be
financed by an appropriation from
the campus fee.
Article III. Organizatirjn,
The governing body of the Student Government Association shall
be composed of the Executive
Committee, Student Senate, and the
Judicial Council.

shall preside as Chairman of the
Executive Committee, the Student
Senate, and the Judicial Council.
2. The Legislative Vice-President
shall assume the presidential duties of the Executive Committee
and the Student Senate in the absence of the President. She shall
be Chairman of the Inter-Dormitory Council and shall with the assistance of the college dietitian
work out seating arrangements for
all dining halls, and shall assist
the Dean of Women in .the arrangement of room assignments for all
upperclass students. In addition to
these duties, she shall assist the
President in the general duties of
her office.
3. The Judicial Vice-President
shall assume the presidential duties of the Judicial Council in
the absence of the President and
of the Executive Committee in the
absence of the Legislative VicePresident. She shall keep a record
of all, attendance at assemblies, and
(Continued on Page 6)

31 Are Named
To Graduate Staff

Thirty-one Madison professors have
been appointed officially to the graduate teaching staff.'
They are: Art: Dr. Crystal TheoSection 1. Executive Committee
dore; English: Dr. Mary Cambell
A. Membership
Brill, Dr. Jay L. Curtis, Dr. Louise
G.
Locke, and Dr. Baxter D. WilThe Executive Committee shall
son;
Education: Dr. Charles S.
be composed of a President, a
Caldwell,
Dr. Clarence R. Hamrick,
Legislative Vice-President, a JuDr.
Mildred
p. Hoyt, Dr. Muriel
dicial Vice-President, a Secretary,
Mae
Kelly,
Dr.
Mary O. Murphy,
a Treasurer, a Recorder of Points,
Dr.
Raymond
J.
Poindexter,
and Dr.
an Editor of the Handbook, a
Lewis
O.
Turner;
Mathematics:
Dr.
Chairman of the Standards Committee, a Chairman of 'the Social Emmert J. Ikenberry; Business: Dr.
Committee, and a Chairman of the Z. S. Dickerson; Home Economics:
Dr. Dorthy Rowe; Music: Dr. LesRecreation Council.
ter S. Bucher.
B. Duties
Also appointed are: Social Science:
Dr.
Raymond C. Dingledine, Dr. L.
1. The President shall be the
Owens
Rea, Dr. Anthony Sas, and
chief executive officer of the assoDr.
Elmer
L. Smith; Biology: Dr.
ciation and shall exercise the general duties of such an office. She James F. Ferry, Dr. Marie M. Jenkins, and Dr. William L. Mengebier;
Physical Education: Dr. Patricia J.
Bruce, Dr. Marilyn Crawford, Dr.
Caroline Sinclair, and Dr. Marjorie
B. Tate; Chemistry: Dr. Raymond
D.-Cool, and Dr. Wilbert Chappell;
Physics: Dr. Paul McCorkle and Dr.
John C. Wells.
This is the official graduate teaching staff but other professors who
are not on the staff may also teach
graduate courses, according to Percy
H. Warren,. Dean of Students.

Males TOL Celebrate First rMen's Day9
With Annual All-Male Minstrel Show
The Madison males will celebrate
its first "Men's Day" Wednesday,
Jan. 16. The highlight of the day
will be the annual minstrel show presented in Wilson auditorium at 8
p.m.
,
Described as the equivalent to the
familiar class day activities in which
the small amount of men participate
with the women, "Men's Day" will
be 100 per cent male. The entertainment that evening will include many
of the main contributors to the acting and musical activities at Madison,
Over half of the/men students will
be participating in the minstrel, plus
members of two professional bands,
The Top Hats and The Diplomats.
The minstrel is not new to the
campus, this being the fifth year of
its presentation by the men's organizations. Besides the original sponsors,
Sigma Delta Rho and the YMCA,
the Men's Student Government Organization, Men's Athletic Association, and Phi Alpha Epsilon will
join in on this year's festivities.
The Madison men are extending an
(Continued on Page 4)

Adjustments Set
For February 4

Three Madison males practice for the up-coming MEN'S MINSTREL
SHOW. They are (left to right) Ronnie Pugh, John Simmers and
Monty Webb.

The period for program adjustments is Monday, February 4, 8:0012 noon. Detailed instructions and
data on closed sections will be
available by January 21.
A student is subject to a fee of
$5.00 for any changes in courses or
schedule for the second semester unless the change is made February 4
before noon. This fee may be excused if circumstances are completely
beyond the student's control and if
the change is approved by the Dean
of the College.
Classes for second -semester will
begin at 1:30 p.m. on February 4.

t
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The Answer Is NOT
In Staff Elections

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

The main complaint against the student election of the editorship of the Bluestone and the Breeze seems to be that the
student body is too incompetent to judge the qualifications of
the candidates and that the staff is competent. In regards
to the Madison College publications and their staffs, this is not
correct.
STAFF ELECTIONS
In the first place, you have to consider exactly" what is this
"competent" staff of the publication.
Through editorials or experience, most students realize
that the publication staffs are extremely limited in size. Tn the
case of the Breeze, there are three to five students on the staff
who know the qualifications of the students who would be put
up for the editorship of the Breeze. This is only in the respect
that they have a more qualified knowledge than any other student. Of these few people*, two would be running for the office.
Consider this carefully. The editor of the Breeze, a paper
which reflects student opinion and activity, would be elected
by two or three supposedly unprejudiced, informed fellow staff
members.
You might inquire why the number of "qualified" voting
staff members is so few. The set-up of the Breeze is such that
many of the reporters and advertising people have little contact
with all the editors of the staff. Then too, many of the reporters have little more journalistic knowledge, in terms of what
would be needed to know the qualifications of the candidates
for editor, than do most students of the college. THIS PAPER
IS NOT THE NEW YORK TIMES. We neither pay our staff
members nor do we give, them school credit for their work!
As it now stands it is not a necessity to have taken, journalism
or to have ever had any contact with another" paper to be a reporter or, for that matter, an editor of the paper. For these
reasons, it would be extremely difficult to select members of
the Breeze "staff who would be any more ""qualified" than*any
other student. Because of these same reasons, it would also be
an extremely difficult task to find unprejudiced voters. ,
In essence, the 1500 students would be giving their supposedly "incompetent" votes to a few individuals who are supposedly competent, unprejudiced, informed, and looking out for
the best interests of journalism.
In the second place, in changing the election of the editors
to a staff election, you the students are taking away a responsibility and a right which you now possess,
As members of any community, such as the Madison College community, you the "citizens" possess the right and have
the responsibility to find out the qualifications of and to vote
intelligently for the representatives of your community. The
editor, after all, is a representative of the college community.
She is directly responsible to the students in that she administers and directs the publication of student activities and student opinion. If the students took away the direct relation of
the editor to the student, that of the elected to the electors, the
students would be eliminating their control, except nominally,
over the student publication. An elected official is always responsible to her electors. The electors are always responsible
to find out the qualifications of the candidates for the elected
position.
Let us very hastily say that we agree with anyone who
says that the present electoral system is a poor, poor system.
But may we more quickly add that staff elections are not the
solution to the problem! Instead, a system whereby the candidates are more qualified and, even more important in this
case, the students can see and comprehend these qualifications
has been put into effect.
PROPOSED SYSTEM

"frier &MBVULED WtMOWB 79/ft* (W^ttO*?

Navy Announces
Instructor Needs
The Navy has announced a current need for approximately onehundred instructors in newly created
teaching positions in its nuclear power, missile, and other technical
schools.
The general requirements are:
Must have a baccalaureate degree or
will receive one in 1963 with a major
in mathematics, physics, mechanical
engineering, electrical engineering, re.actor engineering, or chemistry. Age
requirements remain the same except
that defective color perception and
defective visual acuity may be waived
in cases of well-qualified applicants.
Selected applicants will attend the
Navy's Officer Candidate School at
Newport, Rhode Island and will be
ordered to a short instructors course
prior to reporting to the technical
schools.
The Officer in Charge of Navy Recruiting, Richmond, Virginia states
that interested persons may contact
any Navy Recruiting Station for the
initial application form.

Letters To The Editor
Even Pigs Take
Over 15 Minutes
To Eat Dinner
Dear Editor:
<
I noticed in the last edition of the
BREEZE that there was a letter
pertaining to how everybody was
so slow in eating their meals. This
may or may not be exaggerated, but
there is also the other extreme; inhaling your food, the "fifteen minute
meal."
It is not exactly the most comfortable feeling to return to your
dorm feeling that all the food that
you have eaten is still one solid
lump in your stomach. When you
can't drink your glass of milk because
you'll lose time, this situation gets
to be pretty ridiculous. However,
you are risking the ire of your
tablemates as well as the waitress
if you dare to speak a sentence or
stop to breathe for a moment between bites.
It is ridiculous that the emphasis
is on gulping your food in fitteen
minutes, then dashing out of the
dining hall to nothing except a "solid
stomach" for 45 minutes before your
next class.
One solution might possibly be to
allow students to leave after they
have gulped their meals, allowing
the "slower" eaters to finish at a
semi-leisure. (The dining hall is
emptied in a half an hour.) However, this is considered impolite. It
is just as impolite, in our opinion,
when after ten minutes half-emptied
plates are passed before your nose
and scraped, the waitress whisks them
away, and you are left sitting there
feeling very piggy and very troublesome. . .but even pigs take longer than
fifteen minutes to eat!
Karen Askegaard
Esther Mathcny

According to this system, the candidates for editor must
meet certain qualifications which will be explained fully to the
student body. Only those people who are qualified will be
nominated for the editorship.
Each candidate must have had two years experience on the Student Defends
staff. During that time each candidate must have spent a seSigma Delta Rho
mester's work in make-up and a semester's work in headline
writing. In addition to this, she must keep a file of all work Dear Editor:
In answer to Dave Blevins' colsubmitted, which would be open to any interested student, and umn on Madison's fraternities and
a record will be kept of the type and quality work done by the in answer to many misconceptions
candidate.
about Sigma Delta Rho, I should
The number, type and quality of articles submitted by a like to state briefly some of the
student will be published as part of the candidate's qualifica- reasons I, for one, belong to Sigma
Delta Rho rather than to its "more
tions during election time. The candidate will also publish in impressive" junior counterpart, Phi
the Breeze an article explaining her plans and/or reasons for Alpha Epsilon.
seeking the editorship of the Breeze.
First of all, I belong to Sigma
Delta
Rho because it offers me
The election speeches and the displays of the candidates
much
individual
freedom. Our frafor the editor will be eliminated. In this way, the students will
have to pay more attention to the qualifications. Buzz sessions"^
All students who became pinwill be held in which candidates can-^e questioned on their
ned, engaged or married over
plans, journalistic knowledge, and qualifications. Most importthe holiday, please report the
ant of all, it will be emphasized and re-emphasized that stuinformation to the hall monitors.
If the hall monitors give the
dents are responsible to find out the qualifications of the candiinformation to the dormitory
dates and that they are to vote according to their findings.
presidents, the Breeze staff will
This is, after all, the duty of all Madison students—in all the
pick up the data and report it
elections on campus.
in next week's Breeze.
L. Cox

ternity has some basic factions
within it and is much more haphazard than Phi Alpha Epsilon in
carrying out its goals simply, because we are not always united in
spirit and reason. At the same
^ime, however, we always respect
.our fellow member's views and
never try to present a unified image
to Madison College and the surrounding community that will significantly degrade any one of the
opposing factions.
I personally tend to consider several of the members in my fraternity as "dead fish" in some
respects but nevertheless am very
proud to be their fraternal brother.
Basically, what I am trying to say
is that even though many of the
members of my fraternity are not
the best party boys in the world,
they more than make up for this
lack of impressiveness and extrovertive joy-making by virtue of
their tolerance, healthy philosophies
of life, and lack of snobbery. We
are not a flashy bunch of men but,
rather, are interested in cultivating self-respect and individual expression as well as in having a
good time.
Another • significant fact about
Sigma Delta Rho is that some of
our -members are interested in setting up some kind of service project, perhaps a scholarship fund for
a worthy male student. We feel
that only fools (and university fraternities) will separate their social
and moral activities and compartmentalize the necessary functions
of the human being.
Contrary to popular belief, we do
have very good parties and our
members are not so socially naive
as some wpuld like to think. If
Madison students watched our fraternity more closely, they might
discover we are not quite the "donothing" group we have the reputation for being.
When the time comes that Sigma
Delta Rho is more interested in
merely cultivating flippant recreation and brash publicity as a substitute for cultivating true men that
follow the dictates of their conscience as well as the pleasures of
their body, then will I renounce
arid condemn Sigma Delta Rho as
an organization unworthy of my
time and energies. However, with
men like Danny Hooke, Monty
Webb, Eddie Bennett, Ray Davis,
John Simmers, Jim Zirk, and others
as vital members of our fraternity,
I doubt that this fateful state of
circumstances will ever come into
being.
Ronald E. Hoover

"Checking Up"
With Hostesses
Called Unjust
Dear Editor:
I hate to get melodramatic in a
discussion, but in this instance I

am afraid it is unavoidable. I am
very "peeved" about the proposal
concerning "checking up" with
hostesses when students make overnight visits. I feel that the administration is taking more authority
upon itself than has been officially
delegated to it. Certain norms for
behavior for the students, as well
as an organization to enforce these
rules, should certainly be established. The issue is how far may. the
administration go to control the
personal lives of Madison students.
I firmly believe that when a student is on his own, neither living
on the campus, nor officially representing Madison, she (he) must
govern her (his) own actions, and
accept the consequences. The
parents have the authority, not the
school, in this instance.
It is just as unjust to police our
actions while we are away from
college, as it would be to police
the actions of the faculty. Of
course, the faculty could complain
of "invasion of privacy" but then,
they have certain basic rights—we
do not. If this proposal were to
be enforced, I think it would be a
blow to the self-respect (we do
have some) of all Madison students.
I urge the administration to consider the existing conditions. How
necessary is it that this new proposal be enforced? Do not consider the fact that "other schools
have this system." I can think of
no weaker or poorer reason for
doing something than using the
excuse "But they do it."
Mary Ellen Dunphy

'61 Editor Backs
Staff Elections
Of Breeze Editor
Dear Editor:
Although no longer a student at
Madison, my interest in school activities and elections is still generated over and over by visits, letters, and news through The Breeze.
Through each of these media I
have learned that once again a
question has been raised about
who should select the editor of the
college paper.
On this subject, about which I
have a very definite opinion, I can
not remain silent.
The students at any college vote
as far as their insight allows.
They can do no more. When they
are pressed to select an editor, for
a publication (and this would apply to the Bluestone as well) they
and the publication are placed at
a decided disadvantage.
Allow me to expound.
1) There is no possible way for
each student to view the behindthe-scenes activities of publishing
the news.
In no other organization on
campus is this as important as it
(Continued on Page 5)
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Theatre To Show
Operetta Series

Three

Ten Seniors To Vie
For Best-Dressed Title

The Virginia Theatre will sponsor
a series of six operettas beginning
by Pat Steele
Finalists
in Thursday, January 17 and ending
If
the
judges
feel that there are
■on February 21.
JP
The contest for GLAMOUR Magdeserving
women
besides
those chosen
These are musicals taken from the
azine's 1963 "Ten Best Dressed Colas the "Top Ten," they will choose
film library of Metro-Goldwynlege Girls in America" is about to
Mayer, and featuring the music of
begin, and GLAMOUR wants to up to twenty honorable mention winners who will have a short biography
Sigmund Romberg, Gus Kahn, Ruknow who's the best-dressed girl on
and a picture appear in a Fall issue
dolf Friml, Herbert Stothart, Franz
campus.
of the magazine.
Lehar, Johann Strauss, Victor HerA list of candidates has-been chosen
"It isi our hope to show that being
bert, and Oscar Strauss. These
by Student Government and the
well-dressed and well-groomed is one
operettas will star Jeanette MacBREEZE staff, and on Tuesday, Janpart of young women's education and
Donald, Nelson Eddy, Ann Blyth,
uary 15, at 6:45 p.m. in Wilson Audiont that she should learn early in
Howard Keel, Fernando Lamas,
torium, the student body will vote
Maurice Chevalier, Luise Rainer,
for the best dressed girl at Madison. life. These attributes are not a question of money or an extensive wardFernand Gravet, Miliza Korjus, and
The girls chosen from the senior
robe but rather the development of
Rise Stevens.
class as candidates are Nicola Bevergood taste and an intelligent interest
The first of this new series is
age, Carol Brockway, Elizabeth Chapin one's appearance. Good looks,
"Girl Of The Golden West" starring
pell, Virginia Lee Davis, Mary Jane
good grooming and a good mind are
Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy
Hutton, Ruth Mayhew, Gail Paulette,
all goals for which any young woman
with Walter Pidgeon, Leo Carrillo
Barbara Richards, Beverly Sykes, and
can reach," says Kathleen Aston
and Buddy Ebsen.
Virginia Wright.
Casey, Editor-in-Chief of GLAMSecond on the list will be Rudolf
Qualifications OUft.
Friml's "Rose Marie" (" Love You")
GLAMOUR says that the best
starring Ann Blyth, Howard Keel
dressed honors should go to that
and Fernando Lamas in color with
girl who best complies to these qualiBert Lahr and Marjorie Main on
fications :
•
January 24.
(1) Good figure, beautiful posture;
"Merry Widow" featuring "The
(2) 'Clean, shining well-kept hair;.
Merry Widow Waltz" and co-starring
Pressident G. Tyler Miller signed
(3) Good grooming—not just neat,
Maurice Chevalier and Jeanette Macthe contracts Thursday for the conbut
impeccable;
(4)
A
deft
hand
Marlene Renalds models winning outfit.
Donald with the music of Franz
with make-up (enough to look pretty struction of a new dormitory and
Lehar will exhibit on January 31.
but not overdone); (5) A clear dining hall at Madison.
To One Freshman
Johann Strauss' musical "The
understanding of her fashion type;
Madison College received authoriGreat Waltz" featuring "The Blue
(6) Imagination in managing a zation last week from the Governor
Danube Waltz", "Tales Of The
clothes budget; (7) A workable and the State Director of the Budget
Vienna Woods" and starring Luise
wardrobe plan; (8) A suitable camp- to accept low bids and award conRainer, Fernancl Gravet, Miliza Korus look (she's in line with local tracts for construction* of a new dinjus shows on February 7.
customs); (9) Individuality in her ing hall building and dormitory
use of colors, accessories; (10) Ap- which are to cost an estimated mil"Sweethearts" ieaturing the great
« <».»
... It's Fun
./
- propriate—*)ot rah rah—rlpok for offJ lion anft-a half flollars.
■» music of -Viflwif Herbert» such as * . ... * by, Betty Edwards
A
stitch
in
time
saves
nine,
ac"And
besides,"
she
added,
"sewcampus occasions.
"On Parade", "Summer Serenade",
The contract was signed with
ing is fun because it is satisfying
and "Every Lover Must Meet His cording to the old saying.
The Madison girl who best meets Nielsen Construction Co. of HarrisBut according to Marlene Ren- to be able to make a suit, just like these qualifications will compete with onburg which submitted the low bids.
Fate" starring Jeanette MacDonald
and Nelson Eddy on February 14. alds, skill with the needle and the Paris original, for so much the best dressed winners from hun- The dormitory, will cost $546,048, the
less money."
dreds of colleges in the United States dining hall $892,019, making a total
Rise Stevens and Nelson Eddy star thread saves dimes—and can be
Last month Marlene's ability won and Canada for a place in the "Top of $1,438,067.
the
means'
of
gaining
a
whole
in Oscar Straus's "The Chocolate
her a trip to Chicago, She was Ten" listing.0
Soldier" as the finale of the series on wardrobe.
The authorization also allows
Marlene, who is a freshman at the state winner in the 4-H dress
February 21.
If our candidate is picked as one Madison College to raise up to
revue contest and was awarded a
The operettas are being shown by . Madison, has made 90 per cent of trip to the National 4-H Club Con- of the "Top Ten" she will win na- $410,000 through the sale of revenue
special arrangement with the MGM her wardrobe. She has made gress in Chicago, November 27- tional recognition for Madison in bonds to supplement a state approprithe August issue of GLAMOUR and ation of $280,000 for construction of
Treasury of Golden Years' Screen everything from dresses, skirts,
December 1.
in newspapers throughout the coun- the dormitory, making a total of
Masterpieces at the Virginia Theatre blouses and tailored suits to party
There she participated in a fashhere in downtown Harrisonburg, and dresses, hats and even a bathing ion show with 51 other state and try; will receive a personal gift from $690,00 available for the dormitory
suit.
the editors of GLAMOUR; and will project. Up to $600,000 may be raised
with the backing of the National
territorial participants.
No naAn 18-year-old from Timberville,
win
an all-expense paid visit to New by the college through revenue bonds
Educational Association.
tional winner was selected, but
There will be a special student Rockbridge county, Marlene has Marlene was one of four selected York from June 2 to June 14, 1963. to supplement a state appropriation
During the June visit the winners of $650,000 for construction of the
prjce of 75 cents for all students; been sewing since she was 12.
to represent the dress revue secwill be presented at a fashion show dining hall building, making a total
Madison students just show their
tion at a banquet for national winJust Natural
to over 1,000 members of the fashion
Lyceum cards for the special price.
ners in all areas of 4-H work.
industry;
will spend at least two of $1,250,000 available for the dining
"My grandmother, my mother
o
Winning Outfit
days visiting cultural centers in New hall project.
and my sister sew," Marlene said.
STATE THEATRE
Both buildings will be, constructed
"It was just natural for me to
York; will be entertained at the
Marlene's winning outfit was a
start."
Free passes to the State Theatre
three piece suit of bone-colored theatre, luncheons, receptions and on the southeastern part of the
Marlene has never had any rayon which is appropriate for day dinners by the editors and by the Madison campus. The dining hall, to
go to Sarah Allman, Dot Coffey,
Callie Reid, Katherine Dennis, classes in sewing in school, but or evening wear.
Without the friends of GLAMOUR; and will be a circular building, will mark a
Sharon Fansler, Carla Goebel, Julie she took sewing in 4-H home jacket, the skirt and blouse give
receive various gifts from the friends transition from the-present architecTressel, Nancy Martin, Martha economics classes.
the effect of a one-piece dress.
tural style of the college.
Bardsley, and Noret Herban.
She planned and made her colBut Marlene's needles never stay of GLAMOUR.
o
lege wardrobe during her senior idle long. "I spent part of my
year in high school with hints on Christmas holiday making a coat
VIRGINIA THEATRE
styles from her sister Ann who is from the material that I won as
the district 4-H dress revue winFree passes to the* Virginia now a junior at Madison.
Theatre go to Donna Ambrose,
"Sewing takes time," Marlene ner," she said.
—o
Shirley Hawks, Linda Nobles, said, "but it saves so much money.
Janice Mondy, Betty Ayres, Joyce
It really cuts down on college exRegistrar Pauline Long has released the following schedule
White, Carol Ohl, Carol Henry, penses. I can make a pleated skirt
for
first
semester exams. (NO CLASSES WILL BE HELD
Gertha Addison, and Barbara Rel- for $5 that sells for $13 or $15,"
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 23.)
ler.
she said.

President Signs
Building Contracts

Skill With Needle and Thread
Means Dimes, New Wardrobe

Examination Schedule
First Semester, 1962-196$

Dean To Conduct
Job Survey

Dean E. L. Tolbert will conduct
a survey starting on Sunday, January
13, for the Summer Job Information
Service.
Students will receive a card and
note asking that they give information about any summer jobs that
they have held. The information is
to be used in helping otner students
find positions during the summer
months.
Volunteers who would be interested
in collecting information about summer work and spending an hour or
so a week at an information center
in Alumnae Hall are asked to contact Dean Tolbert as soon as possible.
^-

Intramurals In Basketball,
Bowling To Begin Feb. 5

June Basile (left), president of the Bluestone Cotillion Club, and
Gloria B alien tine are shown with the sterling silver punch bowl set
which the Cotillion Club presented to the school Tuesday. Dean
Dorothy S. Garber accepted the gift for the school. The punch bowl
set will be used for formal social activities at Madison.

Intramural basketball and bowling
will begin on the Madison campus
on February 5.
Starting the second semester also
will be an organization for social
dancing.
All students are eligible to participate in these activities.

Where class meets for
Examination will
first time on MONDAY
be on
1st Period
..... . .
Friday—Jan. 25, 1:30-4:30
2nd Period
Wednesday—Jan. 23, 1:30-4:30
3rd Period
.....Thursday—Jan. 24, 8:30-11:30
• 4th Period
Monday—Jan. 28, 8:30-11:30
6th Period
Saturday—Jan. 26, 8:30-11:30
7th Period
Wednesday—Jan. 30, 1:30-4:30
8th Period
Tuesday—Jan. 29,8:30-11:30
Where class meets for
Examination will
first time on TUESDAY
be on
1st Period
........Friday—Jan. 25, 8:30-11:30
2nd Period
Thursday—Jan. 24, 1:30-4:30
3rd Period
Monday—Jan. 28, 1:30-4:30
4th Period
Wednesday—Jan. 30, 8:30-11:30
6th Period
Tuesday—Jan. 29, 1:30-:430
7th Period
...Thursday—Jan. 31, 8:30-11:30
8th Period
by arrangement—see NOTE
•
NOTE:

Examinations are by arrangement for classes that do
not meet on Monday or Tuesday and for classes
whose first meeting is Tuesday 8th period. The
first priority for the time by arrangement is to avoid
to the fullest possible extent more than two examinations on any full day or one examination on any
half day for any student.

'•
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Four

'Experiment' Ambassadors
Speak To Madison Students

— The Free Lance ■?*■*

Those Stars
Bother Me
By David R. Blevins —
You know, we all get pretty
sick of hearing that old tired
truism about reading everything
with a critical eye. You know . . .
■m-y^tBM^^ ■ "Don't believe
everything you
read," . . . "The
p printed word ain't
i always Gospel,"
Sf and like that. At
pJf any rate, over the
holidays I got
real mad at Time
Magazine again.
Time always
seems to come on

D. Blevins
like — read me
daddy and you'll have all the verbal
ammunition to explode in clever
"intellectual discussions" .... like,

\'.'.
\l * *',■• .
^
aHgaaaBaia|||||a||aiailBI

c^oi Atkinson, a senior art major, adjusts one of her paintings which
jg on display as a part of the Student Art Show in Alumnae Hall Art
Gallery. The painting is entitled "Rain."
■
TWT
I

^^SiffiS about Art Exhibition Features Work
muslc^And o* courseoveyou °aii Done By Madison Students

know that if any trend or new
direction rates a 3-4 page spread
in Time, it's arrived .... right?
Old Time always seems to have
those little stars (asterisks) down
at the bottom of the page which
so helpfully let you know that
Joan Baez's name is pronounced
(BIEZ) and not (BAEZ) and such
as that. It also explains how a
real folkier-than-thou singer of today refers not to "Greensleeves,"
but to Child 319 or' 112. It appears, says Time, that a Mister
F. J. Child' came out with the
"Bible" of the folk world with a
voluminous collection of English
and Scottish Folk Ballads which
we should all take out of our lending libraries.
Time also clues you in on such
hip vocabulary as "hoot" or "hootnanny which we should use when
referring to a folk sing (you know,
like a Panhellenic Sing). We
should, also drop words like "bluegrass" and "Leadbelly." "Bluegrass" is like unto playing native
instruments (no electric guitars)—

~J
Recent art work by students in
art classes at Madison College will
be on exhibition through January
30 in Alumnae Hall Art Gallery at
the college.
The exhibition includes advertisjng &T^ pottery, oil painting, and
experimental.projects done in two
ciasses, "Art in General Culture"
and "Art Activities for the Ele- '
mentary School." .The advertising
art exhibit includes examples of
creative lettering, layout, and illustration for commercial reproduc^ The work from the dass>
.....
,
., T-I
"Art Actlvlties for ** E'ementarv
School," includes puppets, paper
mache animals, and prints.
The oil paintings were done by
tm> aft c,asses> Qne class of be_
.
, .
.
, .
,
*mners and the other of advanced
art students. According to Dr.
Crystal Theodore, head Of the

Madison art department, the paintings vary in style "from representational to the- abstract."
All the pottery that is exhibited
is earthenware, some.of which was
handshaped and some of which was
done on the potter's wheel.
—,
o

Zal K. Contractor from India
and Thor Jan Thomassen of Norway, ambassadors of The Experiment In International Living program, spoke to the January 10 assembly on features of the Experiment.
Thor Thomassen, 22, described
the Experiment In International
Living as an attempt to prove that
it is possible for people of different countries and beliefs to live
together harmoniously.
He said
the program was designed "to introduce one people of the world
to another through family life."
Thomassen's occupation in his
native town of Lodingen, Nordland, Norway is substitute teaching. He has traveled throughout
his own country and Sweden. Last
summer he hitchhiked through
Southern Sweden, Denmark, Germany, Switzerland, and Northern
Italy.
\
While in America Thomassen has
been residing with a family in
'Pennsylvania. Upon his return to
Norway, he plans to study at the
University of Oslo in preparation
for a teaching career on the college level.
Zal Contractor, 33, spoke mainly
on his country and the progress
it has made since its independence.
He said that in the villages of
India, the people respect and understand the American people. He

Fencing Club'
Theodore Named
Hosts Workshop-,.. To Biography

The fencing club of Madison College was host to forty fencers from
the Virginia and Washington area at
an one-day 'workshop on January 5.
The fencing workshop began with
registration in. the early afternoon.
Bonnie Booth, president of the'
Madison College Fencing Club, welcomed the guests, and Edward
Menaker of Waynesboro followed
with a lecture-demonstration.
Claudia Bailey and Marcy Corwin
of Madison demonstrated warm-up
procedures for fencing, and Dr. 'Caroo
J S*»mP«tpr
CJCtUHU OCII1CSIOI.
line Sinclair gave special attention
to directing in bouting.
or
it ain't really hillbilly, ]\|0vieS Booked
mother.
The. guests were given instruction
We also find out that the KingsThe following movies have been on various phases of fencing. The
ton Trio; Peter, Paul, and Mary; booked for showing at Madison following people were instructors for
The Limelighters, etc. are out of College during the second .semester the groups: Miss Ann Henderson,
it. They ain't truly folk, cause of the 1962-63 school session as Mary Washington College; Dr.
they've committed the unpardon- indicated below:
Josephine Hubble, American Univerable sin of making money. In
2-2-63 Sweet Bird of Youth, 7:30 sity; Mr. and Mrs. Reinhold Kerber,
folk . . . ,. that's the wust thing p.m.
Waynesboro;
Edward
Menaker,
you can do— 'cept maybe use a
2-9-63 Bridge to the Sun, 7:30 Waynesboro; Miss Linda Quist,
r
drummer or the Robert Shaw p.m.
Madison alumna; Miss Leotus MorChorale. We're supposed to dig
2-16-63 The Four Horsemen of rison, Madison faculty; Dr. Caroline
obscure types . . . the more ob- the Apocalypse, 7:30 p.m.
Sinclair", Madison faculty; and Miss
4 scure, the better. We shouldn't
2-23-63 Light in the Piazza, 7:30
Marjorie Willard, MarymouiH Coir
like the K. Trio, The Limelighters, p.m.
lege.
etc. cause they're only "folk3-2-63 Satan Never Sleeps, 7:30
After the group instruction, a tea
oriented"—cosmopolitan types and '■ p.m.
dont really have their feet in the
3-9-63 The King & I, 7:30 p.m.
was given in Alumnae Hall for the
soil of the American Scene.
3-23-63 Hatari, 7:30 p.m.
guests of the workshop.
Also, friends and neighbors, do
4-6-63 Where The Bpys Are, 7:30
write off to the Library of Con- p.m.
gress so you can add some original
4-20-63 State Fair, 7:30 p.m.
folk recordings (which were>made
4-27-63 Mr. Hobbs Takes A Vaby real folks!) to your Kingston cation, 7:30 p.m.
Trio collections.
5-4-63 Carousel, 7:30 p.m.
Well, I guess I'll just trot-off
5-11-63 Summer & Smoke, 7:30
home to listen to my "Leadbelly" p.m.
Ledbetter album and pray for rain
5-18-63 The Honeymoon Ma. and for' the folk fad to end so I chine, 7:30 p.m.
'ON EVERYONE'S
can be tastefully obscure. Bye,
5-25-63 Twinkle & Shine, 7:30
ya'll.
p.m. .
10 BEST LIST'

SIA1L
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Dr. Crystal Theodore, head of
the art department at Madison College, has been named to the "Dictionary of International Biography," a publication of contemporary achievement.
Dr. Theodore's biography will be
included in the May, 1963, printing
of the book.
"Dictionary of International Biography" is published by a nonprofit organization and is served
by a voluntary editorial and advisory board headed by Jean Cocteau, poet, author, and artist.
Dr. Theodore has served as head
of the Madison art department
since 1957. Before coming to
Madison, she taught at Winthrop
College, Rock Hill, S. C, at Huntingdon College, Montgomery, Ala.,
and at East Tennessee State College, Johnson City, Tenn.
She received her A. B. from
Winthrop College and her A.M.
and Ed.D. from Columbia University.

also stated that before he was introduced to an "average American" he held the opinion that they
were egotistical and* rich.
His
opinion, he said, has changed since
he has lived with an average
American family.
Born in Karwar, India, Contractor graduated from Bombay University and spent three years on
the Dufferni, an Indian Naval
Training ship. He is currently employed by the M. S. Breul Company where he is in charge of
sales and purchase.
The Experiment is International
Living, founded in 1932, is an independent, non-profit organization
in the field of international education. It maintains offices in 47
countries on six continents, with
the U. S. headquarters in Putney,
Vermont. The basis of every Experiment is a family living experience.
Since its founding more
than 90,000 persons have participated in the Experiment's activities
either as Experimenters to other
lands or as family members who
have played host to incoming visitors.
The ambassadors' responsibilities
do not include a study program,
but rather a period of getting to
know the people of another country by living with families.
For a pamphlet giving detailed
information about the Experiment,
students should see Dr. Margarete
Rauch in Keezell.
o

Madison Maleg
(Continued from Page 1)
invitation to the women students to
be their guests at the one hour program described by the co-directors,
Dan Hooke and Fred Eaton, as a
comical play which depends on the
success of the plot rather than talent
acts woven into the plot.
The program includes, besides the
bands and actors, a chorus, an orchestra, a trumpet trio, plus special
musical arrangements.
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Letters To Editor

National Teacher Examination
To Be Held February 16

(Continued from Page 2)
is here. The daily strains of gathering, editing and producing up-todate, readable material demands the
ultimate in leadership, dependability, ability in the field of journalism and ability in getting along
with other members of the organization.
Only the staff can
judge.
2) Those who say a staff appointed editor would lose sight of
the primary aim of the paper—to
serve the students—are sadly
wrong. When a competent staff
selects an editor it is because they
know he is cognizant of the purpose of the paper and has the
means to achieve the ends.
What metropolitan paper serves
the public to a greater extent than
The New York Times or The
Christian Science Monitor? Yet,
can you imagine their heads of
staff being selected by popular vote
among their readers? Absolutely
not. It would be laughable.
And the comparison between a
college sheet and a metropolitan
daily is not far-fetched in the
world of journalism—at least it
shouldn't be. If it is, it may be
because of lack of orientation by
the college publishers.
3) By having the staff select the
editor, there is a much greater opportunity for immediate building
and growing, for they are certain
to choose someone with good
journalistic foundations. Unfortunately, there have been many instances in the past when all the
student body had to really vote on
was a three-minute speech, looks
and personality. And too often an
unqualified editor has been chosen.
Surely, we agree that any newspaper employee needs to be outgoing enough to meet the public,
but believe me, it takes a lot more
than that. You can't bluff your
way through those deadlines on
that sweet smile. And the staff
knows who can handle the job.

SNOW, SNOW, SNOWl This is how the campus looked after
35 inches of snow fell during the first week in March last year.
With below normal temperatures and above normal precipitation
forecast for the next month, the worst may be yet to come!

'Button Up Your Overcoat9
It's Gonna Snow Some More

by Gail Woodard
Did you hear about the girls
who really get "snowed" over the
Christmas holidays?
More than
likely this happened to every Madison coed, because large snow
storms blanketed most of the East
Coast from North Carolina to
Maine.
Yes, it's that snow season once
again. Here in the Valley, we
can expect the lovely white stuff
from mid-November through
4) Now we come to the really March. As a matter of fact, last
testy point. I hear a lot about year's March 7 storm managed to
how the staff-voting policy could topple quite a few weatner reclead to block-voting and domina- ords.
tion by a particular group. What
The Weather Bureau has preeveryone is trying so delicately to
dicted that from mid-December to
say is that some sorority or framid-January the temperature for
ternity would start pushing its
the Middle Atlantic States will
members in and voting them up
be below normal and that the
into number one positions. Peoprecipitation for the South and
ple who fear this feel they would
East Coast will be above normal. .
stand a better chance in the popuThe outlook for Virginia* appears
I larity poll in general election.
to be cold and wet.
What many don't realize is that
Since it appears that it will be
there will always be some group some time before young men's
sticking together—and general elec- fancies will be lightly turning,
tions don't change that a bit.
perhaps we'd best prepare for the
Greek letter organizations can be great white blanket and some coldpowerful political tools, yes. But ness to boot.
they are generally working toward
"To boot," that brings to mind
a good goal. Perhaps one pan- the first necessity, boots.
You
hellenic member does want one of may be old-fashioned and wear the
its own in a top position. In the rubber kind or you may be a young
same respect, they don't want to modern and prefer to wear leather
shove some unqualified person into boots with wool lining and fur
a spot where he or she can make trim. Whichever type you choose
fools of the entire body.
you'll be wrong.
And remember, those of you who
What you really need are logfear the Greek lettered ones so, ger's boots with spikes. These are
independents can also get behind a the best defense against falljng on
candidate and work for his election. the ice which abounds oh this
All of this is secondary. The campus during and after (from two
argument for and against block td^four weeks after) each major
voting takes its .place in discus- snowfall.
sion on election in general. But
Other necessary items are gloves
since it had been mentioned as a —one for each hand, of course.
drawback to staff voting, I wanted It is very difficult to walk into a
my two-cents worth to say it does- classroom and take notes or a test
n't matter. An unqualified person if one's hands resemble blue popon a newspaper staff stands out sicles.
like a sore thumb. And here is
Prerequisite number three is a
one job that demands not only a nice warm coat. Corduroy coats
desire to be a major officer, but a are considered the twist, but the
real love for the work. It just gets - perennial favorite is the camel boytoo tedious without it.
coaf. During the last period of
I could debate this issue to extreme cold many students but-s •
kingdom come and never change
my mind. Experience with news- Little by little, archaic policies are
papers before, during and after being discarded. Here's another
college has shown me that nothing one that should at least be aired
impedes the progress of a poten- and given a chance to die peacetially great paper than a mischosen fully. Try letting the staff choose
editor. He'll know he doesn't have its editor over a four year period •
the wholehearted support of his and you'll end up with a Breeze
staff, and even if he gets a paper with a first class rating.
out every week, it won't be quality
work.
Carol Almond
Madison College students have The Roanoke Times, Roanoke, Va.
made great Strides in the last years. Breeze Editor, *61-*62
i

Five

toned their, top buttqns and gave
quite a military impression. This
conjures up an image of Madison
Military College for Young Ladies.
Couldn't ydu just picture it?
Some covering for the head is
the fourth necessity. College "six
footers" are still popular, but hobo
hats are gaining in popularity.
These felt or corduroy hats have
a striking resemblance to dunce
hats, but collegians are solving
this , problem by turning up the
brims and pushing in the tops.
Ear muffs are also being worn,
but offer little protection if one is
bald or has short hair.

The National Teacher Examination for this area will be held Saturday, February 16, . 1963, at
Bridgewater College.
Graduates of the class of 1963
who are planning to teach outside
the State of Virginia are advised
by the Placement Office ,to take
this exam. Although few states require the beginning, teacher to take
the National Teacher Examination
before being eligible to receive a
teacher's certificate, an increasingly large number of individual
school systems are insisting upon
this practice. The Placement Office will furnish any interested seniors a list of states and school systems requiring beginning teachers
to qualify for a regular certificate
by taking these examinations.
Candidates for the common
examinations will report to the
examination center at Bridgewater
at 8:30 a.m. The common examinations will be concluded at approximately 12:30 p.m. The optional examinations will begin at
1:45 p.m. and close at approximately 3:15 p.m.
Common examinations are required of all applicants taking the
National Teacher Examination and
optional examinations are those offered in specific teaching fields.
Unless optional examinations constitute a specific requirement for
application to teach in a certain

Mildred Miller
To Perform Here
Mildred Miller, mezzo-soprano,
will be presented by the Community Concert Series, January 17,* at
8 p.m. in Wilson Hall Auditorium.
This season Miss Miller is appearing with the Metropolitan
Opera in Mozart's "Marriage of
Figaro," as Cherubino.
The Washington Post has said
that Miss Miller has the "highest
order of artistic vocalism."

Seminar Continues
Geography Studies
The Social Science Department
will continue to sponsor bi-monthly
seminars next semester for students
with special interest in geography.
The seminars were started this
year under the leadership of Dr.
Anthony Sas and Howard Wilhelm.
The sessions are primarily for future geography teachers and for
students who have an extreme interest in the field of geography and
related subjects.
Relating to the seminars are field
trips that Sas and Wilhelm conduct. The field trips to such places
as manufacturing corporations, the
Farm Bureau, and agricultural
firms serve a two-fold purpose of
acting as a spring board for topics
of discussion and. as a means of
answering questions raised during
the seminars.
The purpose of the seminars is
to let students discuss topics of
special interest which because of
limited time they are not able to
delve into in class. Whereas text
books generalize on subjects the
discussions in the seminar go deeper into specific subjects and give
students an insight into problems
in our own part of the sta'te and
country.

F. BARTH GARBER, INC

The final necessity, as far as I'm
concerned, is knee socks.
Of
course, only girls find these neces-'
sary, but the boys could certainly
take a hint from their female colleagues and wear long socks and
garters. Think how much warmer
you'd be, fellows!
Any student wishing to enter
a manuscript for publication in
the forthcoming edition of The
Chrysalis should do so immediately.
The deadline for turning in a
manuscript is March 1, according to Judy Allen, president of
Criterion Club which publishes
the magazine.
Students should bring their
entries to Dr. Brill's office, Wilson 32.
Detailed information about
this subject will appear in next
week's Breeze.

school system, beginning teachers
are not required to take these optional examinations.
The examination fees for common examinations only are $9.00;
common examinations and one optional, $11.00; common examinations and two optionals, $13.00. A
check or money order made payable to National Teacher Examination must accompany the application blanks and payment must
be' mailed in sufficient time to
reach Educational Testing Service
by January 18, 1963.
o

124 South Main Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia

Spalding Shoes for The Collegiate
BROWN and BLACK SADDLES
ITALIO LOAFERS
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HUGHES PHARMACY, INC
1

1021 South Main Street
DIAL 434-8650

{Prescriptions
j Cosmetics
iCandies

Film]
Stationery!
Greeting Cards}
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THE FAMOUS RESTAURANTS
featuring
HOME MADE PIZZA PIES

At NO. 1 — Downtown Across from P.O.
Phone 434-7253
CHARCOAL STEAKS and HAMBURGERS

At NO. 2 - 2 Miles North on U. S. 11~
(10% off ticket to Madison Students)
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Constitution Provides For
(Continued from Page 1)
shall serve as Chairman of the
Electoral Board with the assistance
of the Legislative Vice-President.
In addition to these duties, she
shall assist the President in the
general duties of her office.
4. The Secretary shall preserve
written records of meetings of the
. Student "Government Association,
the Executive Committee, the Student Senate, and the Judicial Council, attend to the correspondence,
and report in writing to the Dean
of Women, the Assistant Dean of
Women, the Dean of the College,
the Dean of Students, and to the
President of the College all penalties of discipline administered by
the Judicial Council, except calldowns, which shall be reported
only to the Dean of Women or
the Assistant Dean of Women. She
shall report in writing to the Dean
of Women the names of all officers and committees of the Student Government Association and
shall report in writing to the faculty all proposed amendments to
the constitution and bylaws adopted by the Student Government Association.
5. The Treasurer shall receive
and keep account of funds of the
Student Government Association,
draft a proposed annual budget for
presentation to the Executive Committee, and make all authorized dis** ' bursements.- '••■"• •'*?.'
6. The Recorder of Points shall
act as Chairman of the Student
Organizations and Activities Committee and she, along with four
assistants nominated by the Chairman and approved by the Executive Committee, shall keep a record
of all honor points held by each
student, and explain to all studentsthe Honor Points System each fall.
7. The Editor of the Handbook
shall be responsible for editing and
publishing the Student Handbook.
She shall have the power to appoint her staff subject to the approval of the Executive Committee.
She shall be an EX OFFICIO
member of the Joint STUDENTFACULTY Relations Committee.
8. The Chairman of the Standards
Committee shall preside as chairman of her committee.
9. The Chairman of the Social
Committee shall preside as chairman of her committee.
10. The Chairman of the Recreation Council shall preside as chairman of her council.
C. Duties and Powers of the
Executive Committee
The Executive Committee shall
be the coordinating body of the
Student Government Association
. and shall have authority over all
issues arising in the Student Senate.
D. Meetings
The Executive Committee shall
meet at the discretion of the President.
Section 2. Student Senate
A. Membership
1. The Student Senate shall be
composed of the President, the
Legislative Vice-President, three
representatives from each class,
and two representatives from the
women Day Students. A secretary
shall be elected from the membership of this body and shall present written reports of the meetings of the Student Senate to the
Secretary of the Student Government Association.
2. There shall be seven IX-1
OFFICIO members of the Student Senate: Presidents of the
Honor Council, Y.W.C.A., W.A.A.,
and the Student Government Organization; the Editors of the
Bluestone and the Breeze; and
Chairman of the Standards Committee.
B. Duties and Powers of the
Student Senate
1. The Student Senate shall have
the legislative power of the Stu-

dent Government Association and
the power to remove for cause any
officer or member of the Student
Senate by a two-thirds vote of the
entire Senate.
Issues initiated and passed by
the Student Senate are subject to
veto by two-thirds of the membership of the Executive Committee.
Any vetoed issue shall be returned
to the Student Senate, and in order
for this issue tor then become effective, it must b* passed by threefourths of the inembership of the
Student Senate)
2. Wiui tlje'approval of the Executive Committee, the Student Senate shall plan and carry out all
specified activities of this Association.
C. Meetings
1. The Student Senate shall meet
not less than twice a month and
at other times by request of the
President.
2. Three-fourths of the membership shall constitute a quorum.

elect during the major election the
executive heads of the six major
organizations: Student Government,
Honor Council, Y.W.C.A., W.A.A.,
the Bluestone, and the Breeze.
B. The student membership shall
elect during the minor election the
minor officers of the Student Government Association, the VicePresidents of the Honor Council,
Y.W.C.A., and W.A.A.; the Business Manager of thet Bluestone;
and the Associate Editor of the
Breeze.
C. The major elections shall be
held on Tuesday of the fourth week
of second semester. Two weeks
later, at the second selection, the
specified minor officers shall be
elected.
D. Election Regulations

1. There shall be an Electoral
Board which shall consist of the
Vice-Presidents of the Student
Government Association, Honor
%
Council, Y.W.C.A., and Athletic
Association, the Business Manager
of the Bluestone, and Associate
Section 3. Judicial Council
Editor of the Breeze, together with
A. Membership
two members of the faculty apThe Judicial Council shall be pointed by the President of the
composed of the President, the College".
a. The Electoral Board shall meet
Judicial Vice-President, the Secretary, the Treasurer, the Re- on Tuesday following the meeting
corder of Points, the Editor of the of the Nominating Convention on
Handbook, the Chairman of the Monday, to verify the scholastic
Standards i Committee-, the Chair- eligibility,- of all candidates sub-.
man of the Social Committee, the mitted to them by this convention.
Chairman of the Recreation "Counb. - The Electoral Board shall
cil, three representatives from each supervise the printing or mimeoclass, and two " representatives of graphing of all ballots for each
the» women Day Students.
election and shall also make all arrangements for .conducting the
B. Duties and Powers of the
election, counting the ballots and
Judicial Council
announcing results.
The Judicial Council processes
2. There shall be a Nominating
the judicial power with authority Convention held on Monday of the
to have investigations made of all second week of second semester,
charges of violations of regulations, which shall consist of five deleand to impose all necessary penal- gates From each of the four classes
ties that may come within the and six major officers. The Presijurisdiction of the Student Govern- dent of the Student Government
ment Association, and to keep the Association shall automatically berecords open to the members of the come head of the Nominating ConJudicial Council, the President, and vention.
faculty of the college, and to rea. At the convention for the
move for cause any officer or mem- nomination of minor officers the
ber of the Judicial Council by a above delegates plus the old minor
two-thirds vote of the entire coun- officers of the six major organizacil.
tions shall be present.
Newly
elected
major
officers
•
automaticalC. Meetings
ly become members of the Nomi-1
1. The Judicial Council shall
nating Convention.
meet not least than twice a month
b. All members of the Nominatand at other times by request of ing Convention shall have a cumuthe President.
lative rating of 2.00 or higher.
2. Three-fourths of the member3. For all officers, with the exship shall constitute a quorum.
ception of the Bluestone and the
Breeze, the Nominating Convention
Article IV. Advisors
shall nominate at least two candiSection 1. Executive Committee dates. These shall be presented
There shall be two advisors of in writing to the Electoral Board
the Executive Committee.
The on the Tuesday following their
Additional
Dean of Women and the Dean of convention meeting.
names
may
be
added
to
the ballot
Students shall be asked to serve in
by
petition.
Such
a
petition
must
this capacity.
be signed by 10% of the student
Section 2. Student Senate
membership. The petition must be
presented to the Nominating ConThe Student Senate shall have vention within one week after nomtwo advisors who shall be elected
inations are announced.
annually at the discretion of this
a. Two nominees shall be elected
body.
by the Bluestone staff according
Section 3. Judicial Council
to
predetermined
qualifications.
The Nominating Convention shall
The Judicial Council shall have have the right to approve these
two advisors who shall be elected
nominees.
annually at the discretion of this
b. The Editor of the Breeze shall
body.
nominate one or more nominees
Article V. Amendments
who have fulfilled the standards of
qualifications set up by the Breeze
The Constitution may be amendstaff.
The Nominating Convened by a vote of two-thirds of the tion shall have the right to approve
Association present at a meeting these nominees.
held for that purpose. The pro4. A candidate, must receive a
posed amendment shall have been
majority
of the votes cast in order
posted at least one week before
to
be
elected.
In case no canbeing voted upon. On approval by
didate
receives
a
majority of the
the faculty, such amendment shall
votes
there
shall
be
a run-off elecbecome a part of the constitution.
tion
to
be
held
on
Thursday fol(See Article VII, for procedure to
lowing
the
regular
election on
secure faculty approval.)
Tuesday.
v _]
BYLAWS
5. Should a vacancy occur in the
presidency of the Student GovernArticle I. General Election Rules
ment Association, the Legislative
Section 1. Major and Minor Elec- Vice-President of said organizations
tion shall automatically fill the ofA. The student membership shall
fice of President

6. If any other officer of the
Women's Student Government Association does not return to school,
resigns, or for any other reason
is unable to continue her duties as
an officer, a temporary officer shall
be appointed by immediate action
of the members of the Executive
Committee, after which there will
be an election Of the permanent
officer by the student body.

Article II. Qualifications of Officers

Section 2. The Election of Members to Student Senate and Judicial
Council

Section 2. The scholastic requirements for the major and minor
officers, representatives of the Student Senate and the Judicial Council, and members of the Dormitory
Council shall be placed at a minimum rating of 2.00 for the preceding semester as well as a cumulative rating of 2.00 or higher;
or the scholastic requirements
might also be rated solely on a
cumulative rating of 2.25 or higher.
These standards shall be mainfamed throughout the tenure of office.

A. The nominating committee
of each class, elected at the beginning of each year by the class,
shall submit to the class a list of
not less than six nominations for
the Student Senate and not less
than six nominations for the Judicial Council. Any additional nominations made from the floor shall
require a majority vote of the
class members present.
B. From these nominations the
class shall elect its three representatives for each body, by the first
of May, for the following year.
C. The1 Student Senate and Judicial Council members elected to
represent the Senior, Junior, or
Sophomore Class shall serve for
two semesters. The Senate and
Council members to represent the
Freshman Class shall be elected at
{he .end pf ,the. first month and, shall
observe until December first, when
they shall take office for the rest
of the academic year.
D. In case of a vacancy, the class
shall follow the procedure stated in
Article I, Section 2 A.
Section 3. The Election of Members to Dormitory Council '
A. The following procedure shall
be followed in electing the officers
of the Dormitory Council:
1. A Nominating Committee of
five appointed from the Student
Senate shall nominate two candidates for each office of each dormitory.
2.- Nominations may
made from the floor.

also

be

Section 1. The President, the
Legislative Vice-President, the Judicial Vice-President, the Secretary, *>
and the Treasurer of the Student
Government Association shall be
elected from the incoming Senior
class and it is recommended that
the remaining officers of this Association also be elected from the incoming Senior class.

Article III. Committees
Section 1. There shall be a'*_
Student-Faculty Relations Committee whose function shall be to consider responsibilities and privileges
of the students and to present its
findings to the President of the
College.
A. The student representatives
shall consist of three students
elected <by each, of the four classes,
by the procedure stated in Article
T, Section 2 (A), and the President of Student Government Association, ex officio. In the second
semester, both the retired and active president of Student Government Association shall be members.
B. The faculty representatives
shall consist of eleven faculty
members appointed by the President of the College and shall be
chosen by the last week of October.
C. The chairman of the joint
Student-Faculty Committee shall
be appointed by the President of
the College and the Secretary shall
be chosen by the committee from
its membership.

3. Ability, interest, grades, and
honor points are to be considered
in determining eligibility for dormitory positions.

Section 2. The Standards Committee shall promote high standards
of conduct and appearance at all
times.

4. Officers are elected by a majority vote of the prospective residents present at the meeting.

A. The Standards Committee
shall be composed of a Chairman,
two representatives from Wayland
and Gifford, one representative
each from all other dormitories,
and a representative from the
women Day Students of the College. The head waitress in the
dining halls shall automatically become a member of this committee.

B. In September the proctors
shall be elected by a majority of
the hall where she shall serve.
C. The President and VicePresident of the Dormitory Council may serve for the entire year.
i The other members are subject to
re-election each semester. It shall
be within the power of the Council to remove for cause any of its
members by a majority vote of the
entire Council.
D. Freshmen dormitory officers
and proctors shall be elected at
the end of the first four weeks of
the tall. term in the manner outlined in (a) and (b) above.
E. A vacancy in a dormitory
position shall be filled in the manner outlined in (A) and (B) above.
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I HEFNER'S
Have A Complete New
Line of College Jewelry \
At Low Prices
CHARMS, PINS, KEYS,
and RINGS
166 S. Main St.
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JULIAS' RESTAURANT
. Serving
STEAKS and REGULAR MEALS

Pizza and Italian Spaghetti
A Specialty
i

201 N. Main St.

i

Harrisonburg, Va.
DIAL 434-4991
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Three-Part Student Government
A. The Recreation Council shall
consist of one member elected in
the early part of the first semester
from each of the following organizations: Men's Organization,
Social Committee, Women Day
Students, each dormitory and sorority house.

B. The members of the Standards
Committee shall be elected during
the first month of the fall semester
and serve for a period of one year.
C. Members of the Standards
Committee shall be eligible and are
recommended on basis of merit, for
re-election.
D. A vacancy shall be "filled by
the.same procedure in Article I,
Section 2 (A).

B. The Dean of Women and one
college faculty member elected by
the Council shall serve as advisors
to the Council.

E. The faculty adviser to the
Standards Committee shall be the
Dean of Women and if desired one
or more additional faculty mem■ ^bers may be selected by the Committee.

C. There shall be a regular meeting of the Recreation Council
twice a month with the president
authorized to call other meetings
whenever necessary.
D. The Recreation Council shall
be financed by approved student
projects.

Section 3. The Social Committee
shall serve as an advisory group
to student organizations in the arrangement for all social activities
and shall sponsor social functions
independent of student organizations.

Section 7. There shall be a Fact
Finding Committee which shall investigate reported violations and
report its findihgs to the President
of Student Government. The Fact
Finding Committee will consist of
three seniors and three juniors.
The junior members shall be selected by the incoming Junior Class
Nominating Committee to serve
during their junior and senior
years.

A. The Social Committee shall
consist of a Chairman, three (3)
seniors, four (4) juniors, four (4)
sophomores, and three (3) freshmen.
B. The members of the Social
Committee will be elected during
the spring semester by the incoming sophomore and junior classes.
Also, at this time, the seniors shall
be appointed by the incoming
'' senior class officers. These'"committee members shall take office
.at the beginning of the fall semester and serve for one year. The
freshmen shall be elected immediately following the first eight weeks
of the academic year and serve for
the remainder of the year.

Section 8. The Inter-Dormitory
'Council shall consist -of the House
Presidents, which will meet with
the chairman to study problems
common to the dormitory groups
and to make recommendations to
the house councils, the Executive
Committee, the Dean of Women,
and the Assistant Dean of Women.
Section 9. Qualifications of Committee Members

shall appoint two members from
each class to the Impaneling
Board, and shall designate one of
the senior members to act as chairman.
B. The Impaneling Board shall
draw up a list of eligible jurors
representing each class. From this
list the chairman shall choose
three members of each class to
form a jury.
C. To be eligible to serve on a
jury, student must possess the fol-.
lowing qualifications:
1. general good character.
2. uribiased opinions about the
case at hand.
3. cumulative 2.00 average.
D. A jury shall not be discharged
until a definite decision is reached
in the cases that are assigned to
it, the jury to change as the Judicial Council deems necessary.
Section 2. Duties of the Jurors
A. The jury shall sit with the
Judicial Council and shall meet in
private sessions for the purpose of
discussing and drawing up recommendations concerning the action
to be taken on the case.
• B. A three-fourths majority is
necessary for a recommendation of
the jury.
C. The recommendation, of the
jury shall be presented to the Judicial Council by the foreman of
the jury, who has previously been
elected by that body. This recommendation shall be considered and
actions shall be taken on the case
by the Judicial Council.

higher council a written statement
of the case.
Section 3. A recommendation
from the Judicial Council to the
Faculty Judiciary Committee for
the suspension of a student shall
require a three-fourths majority of
the Judicial Council. If such
recommendation fails to meet with
the approval of- the Faculty Judiciary Committee, it shall be referred back to the Judicial Council
with a recommendation for reconsideration of the penalty proposed.
If the two Councils should not
reach agreement on the penalty to
be given, then the case with the
recommendations from both Councils shall be submitted to the President who is vested with the authority to make the final decision.
Article V. Relation to Faculty
and Administration
The Student Government Association recognizes the President
and Faculty of the College to be
the final authority upon all matters
and questions pertaining to student
government and its administration.
Article VI. Parliamentary
Procedure
The rules contained in Robert's
Rules of Order shall govern the
Association in all cases in which
they are not inconsistent with the
constitution and the bylaws of the
Association.
. ».
Article VII. Amendments

Amendments (or revision) may be
proposed by any officer or representative of the Student Senate and
Judicial Council. Each year the
President of the Student Government Association shall appoint a
Constitutional Committee from the
members of the Student Senate
and- Judicial Council to review the
Constitution and Bylaws and to
recommend whatever revision or
amendment is found advisable.
Proposed amendments shall have
been posted at least one week before being voted upon. Such
amendments must also be approved
by the Faculty.
The proposed
changes must be presented to the
Faculty in writing at a faculty
meeting, after submission to each
member of the faculty in a mimeographed communications at least
one week prior to the meeting in
which the changes are to be considered. On approval by the Faculty, such amendments shall become a part of the Bylaws.
Article VIII. Summer Session
THE SAME REGULATIONS
ARE APPLICABLE IN SUMMER SCHOOL AS IN REGULAR SESSION.
Section 1. Student Council
The executive, legislative, and
judicial powers of the Student
Government Association of the
Summer Session shall be vested in
the Student Councik
Section 2. Membership

The Bylaws may be amended (or
revised) by a vote of two-thirds
of the Association present at the
meeting held for that purpose.

The members of the Student
Council shall consist of the Presi(Continued on Page 8)
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A. The scholastic average for the
student members of the foregoing
committees shall be placed at a
minimum rating of 2.00 for the
preceding semester plus a cumulative rating of 2.00 or the average
shall be rated solely on a cumulative rating of 2.25 or higher. These
standards shall be maintained
throughout the tenure of office.

C. Members of the Social Committee shall be eligible and are
recommended on basis of merit for
re-election.
D. A vacancy on the Social
Committee shall be filled by the
* same procedure in Article I, Section 2 (A).
. E. The faculty adviser
Social Committee shall
Dean of Women, and if
one or more additional
members may be selected
Social Committee.

to the
be the
desired,
faculty
by the

B. The foregbing committees,
with the exception of the Fact
Finding Committee, shall serve for
a year.
(

B. Trial Rights
Section 1. The accused shall have
the privilege of choosing a hearing
before the Judicial Council or a
trial by jury.
Section 2. Any student has the
right to appeal from the Dormitory Council to the Judicial Council or from the Judicial Council to
the Faculty Judiciary Committee,
by filing notice with the respective
council which shall submit to the

Studying for
Take a break

Section 1. Appointment bf Jurors

DOC'S

A. At the beginning of each
school year the Judicial Council

With exams only two weeks away,

Section 5. There shall be a FireSafety Committee to promote the
safety of students in all phases of
campus life.

NOW is the time to stock up

I
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D Folded letters.

For newsy letters.
D Single sheets.
For men, for typewriter,
for second sheets in personalized paper.

on your food supplies

Q Style paper.

A. The Fire-Safety Committee
shall consist of a Fire-Safety Campus Chief, who shall act as chairman, and a dormitory chief from
each of the buildings housing students.

MIDWAY

GROCERY

For intimate friends, casual letters.
D Semi-notes.

1050 SOUTH MAIN STREET
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I Smith-Hayden Scientific Cleaners |

C The Dormitory Chief shall be
nominated and elected by members
of the respective dormitory.

DAILY PICK-UP AND DELIVERY

D. The Fire-Safety Committee
shall appoint as many assistants in .
each dormitory as are necessary
to carry out the program therein.

We give d&(. Green Stamps only when accounts are paid I
at either of our downtown stores

E. The faculty advisers shall be '
the Dean of Women and a member of the Health Council.
Section 6. There shall be a
Recreation Council to serve as a
steering committee to promote
recreational activities and provide
some facilities for all students.

■■■■H

Be as proud of your sociallycorrect stationery "wardrobe"
as you are of your clothes or
dinner service.
Let us help you select the
fl
right stationery to use for
every occasion.

A. Jury System

B. The Committee shall elect a
chairman from, its membership.

B. The Fire-Safety Chief shall be
nominated by the out-going FireSafety Chief and approved by the
Student Senate.

•82 South Main St.
Books — Bibles
Pens — Stationery
Records — Mono and
Stereo
| School and Art Supplies \

How's your STATIONERY
WARDROBE?

Exams?

Article IV. Judicial Procedure

A. The Junior Marshals Committee consists of ten (10) junior girls
and six (6) alternate members
recommended by the junior class
officers and approved by the Student Senate.

I Valley Books j

''"""

C. The Executive Committee is
vested with 'authority to make
changes that it may deem advisable in the membership of any
committee within its jurisdiction.

Section 4. The Junior Marshals
Committee shall be on duty during
the assemble hours and commencement to conduct processions under
the directions of the secretary of
the faculty and the President of
the College.

You will find them at

For brief letters, notes,
and children.

□ Inf ormals.

For acceptances, invitations, thank-you notes,
gift enclosures.
D Typewriter bond.
For reports, school work,
general typing.'
We have beautiful, matched stationery, boxed or
open-stock, to fit all your social needs . . . and
your pocketbook!
Thaf8 because we're stationery specialists.

163 NORTH MAIN STREET or

PRICKETT STATIONERY
CORPORATION

16 NEWMAN AVENUE — This store
is nearer Madison College
•
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153 SOUTH MAIN STREET
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Constitution

Madison To Play
Lynchburg Today

(Continued from Page 7)
David Jarden, lecturer, will speak
dent, the Vice-President, and the
to the January 16 noon assembly,
Secretary-Treasurer of the Assoon one of his northern adventures.
ciation, together with a represenThe Madison College Girl's BasketJarden made a canoe trip on the
tative from each dormitory room- ball Team will play Lynchburg in
ing less than fifty students, and its second game of the season this Ogoki River in Northwestern Ontwo representatives from each afternoon at Lynchburg College.
tario with the famous trapper
dormitory rooming fifty or more
Other games scheduled for the Lindsay Vandcrbeck. This adven-'
, students.
season are S*eet Briar on January ture.will be the subject of Jarden's
Section 3. Election of Officers
19, Westhampton on February 9, ta)k. He will also show colored
for the Student Government Asso- Longwood on February 16, and
motion pictures of this adventure
ciation
Bridgewater on March 2.
showing the Indians he encounterA. The nominating committee
The games with Lynchburg, West- ed, and his fishing and wilderness
of the Student Senate shall sub- hampton, and Bridgewater will be experiences.
mit at least two names, for each played at the respective schools, and
Born in Pennsylvania, Jarden atoffice for the summer school ses- the Sweet Briar and Longwood games tended Germantown Academy and
sion by the third week in April. will be played here.
later ' the University of PennsylThese names must be approved by
Phyllis Tomlinson, sophomore, is vania.
He has made 17 trips,
the Dean of the Summer School manager of the team, and Miss mostly by canoe, into the wilderand the Dean of Women and voted Hortense Hester and Miss Patricia
upon by the summer school student Eller are sponsors.
Delivery of
body on the last Wednesday in
April. These summer school offiBirthday
Cakes
Dean Warren has announced
cers will attend the Student Counand Other Specialties
that students who have cut their
cil meetings for the remainder of
classes over 1/5 of the classes
by
the regular session.
meeting must see their profesB. In the event that any elected
sors who will advise them
officer does not return the followwhether or not they' must see
ing summer, a nominating commitDean Warren concerning the
tee shall be chosen by the returnnumber of cuts taken.
For
located in
ing officer or officers, or, in the
further information regarding
Mick-or-Mack
Stores
event that no elected officer rethe cut rule see pp. 77-78 of the
Phone; Either Store
turns, the Dean of Women, as soon
1962 Bulletin.
as the summer session begins, shall
or 434-3625
submit at least two names to the
JIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIHIinilMllllimilllllllimilHMHIMII^.
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student body for each existing vacancy. The scholastic eligibility of
these candidates will be passed
upon by the Dean of the Summer
School and the Dean of Women.
I
The candidates will be voted upon
Shoe repair of
by the student body at its first
regular meeting. A plurality vote
the better kind
i5 required for election:
»• '
o
30 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE j

Carl's Pastry,
Inc.

JOKER'S SHOEi
REPAIR SHOP i

Grumbacker

Artist Supplies

r

Congratulations, U. Va.
Madison joined others in its
congratulations to the winning
University of Virginia College
Bowl team.
A telegram which was sent by
Student Government read "Congratulations! Mr. Jefferson would
be proud of you."
The U. Va. team scored its fifth
victory last Sunday and thus was
retired as undefeated champions.

Phone 434-7782
60 West Elizabeth Street I
I
\„
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Naval Researcher To Speak
To Science Club Members

Lecturer To Tell About Canoe Trip

s

ness areas of Northern Ontario and
Quebec.
Jarden has lectured and shown
his films before country clubs, religious groups, and business associations.
This lecture will be Jarden's second at Madison.
—i

o--—'

SEND THE BREEZE HOME

Gerald Bartholomew of the Naval Research Laboratory will speak
to the Curie Science Club January
15. His topic will be the field of
data storage, storage devices, and
types of data stored.
Bartholomew is a 1960 graduate
of Madison. He majored in physic*. —rThe meeting which will be open
to all students will begin at 4:30
p.m. in Burruss 11.

Hair Coloring
Tipping
Streaks
Blonding

COIFFURES
434-7375

LORREN
Hostetter Bldg.

DOLLAR

Closed Wednesday 7:00 P.M.
COTTON KNITS

LADIES WRAP

by AUeeh

SKIRTS

ZIRKLES

for Spring

Corduroy, Wool

111 West Market St.

2.99 - 7.99

7.99 -12.99
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milf

16 So. Main St.
Harrisonburg, Va.
MADISON CHARMS
(In School Colors)
$1.50

RADIO .:. TV
PHONOGRAPH
NEEDLES
.:. REPAIRS
, *6?&{. Green Stamps on all (
cash and carry service
SALES

CHEW BROTHERS
242 East Water St.
Phone: 434-3631
. Flavor! Full flavor in a filter cigarette.

VIRGINIA

That's why Winston is America's best-selling

HARRISONBURG, VA. ■,]ffg»RUH

NOW SHOWING

filter cigarette! Next time, smoke Winston.

WALT DISNEY presents
JULES VERNE'S

IN SEARCH OF THE

"Castaways"
starring
MAURICE CHEVALIER
HAYLEY MILLS

PURE WHITE, :
MODERN FILTER !

PLUS

i FILTER - BLEND UP FRONT

THURSDAY
One Day Only
Matinee 3:15 — Nite 7:00-9:00
Golden Operetta Series
JEANETTE MacDONALD
NELSON EDDY

"The Girl of The
Golden West"
Sigmund Romberg music

010«2 B. J. Bwnoldi Tobacco Company, Winiton- Baba, *. a «

